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Artist’s impression of the Great Orion Nebula.
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from the editor

It’s been 8 years since our last communication, so, it’s time to ...

RE-BOOT!
Welcome back to Prime Focus! I present to you the April 2020
edition - volume 20, edition 1. This edition is a little smaller than
previous, but from edition 2 it’ll start to gain weight again as we all
find our editorial feet after this lengthy hiatus.
Prime Focus has historically served as the Society's monthly
journal, containing information about Society affairs and
interesting articles on the subjects of astronomy and space
exploration from both members and external contributors.
The last run ended in late 2012, so it’s going to be great to
see it come back again with the much-appreciated help of
several new contributors. To all - we thank you.
Please enjoy this April edition - our first for the year 2020, and
the first of many to come. To those of you who are connected to
M.A.S. via our FaceBook group, Twitter and elsewhere, welcome
to our Society and please feel free to join in. For the first time,
this magazine will now be made available to all who’d like a copy,
not just our financial member base. We’ll see you for the May
edition.
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president’s report
JOHN ROMBI

Welcome! As the Terminator in “T2” said...
"I'll be back"!

interest and it will be of course, laced with their
personal style and humour.

I would like to thank the members of the
Our mentoring and public outreach
M.A.S. in accepting me as their new President.
programmes have been cancelled for this year.
I would also like to thank our outgoing
Members’ observing schedules for Stargard and
President, Allan Hobbs.
Allan
took
over
the
A SERIES OF ARTICLES the
BY Forest have also been cancelled due to the
position last year at a critical
time
for
the
M.A.S.,
federal,
MAS MEMBER DAVY JONES state and local government regulations.
and I thank him for his great contribution. Our
I will keep you informed if any of the
Secretary, Barry Moore has also stepped down
restrictions are lifted, but unfortunately I don't
this year after an 8 year stint. Thank you for
see this happening until at least 2021.
keeping our correspondence in order, not an
easy task!
Our monthly Forums will continue from
May, but not at WSU Campbelltown. We will be
Our new committee now stands at eight,
bringing the Forum to you via the ZOOM app.
one more than in previous years. They will assist
Each month I will provide a link to you to access
me in steering our society through these
the live presentation (Financial M.A.S. members
uncertain times. They are Vice President: Noel
only).
Sharpe, Secretary: Richard Curley and
Treasurer: Andy Milton. Our Committeemen are
Our new website is coming along, with a lot
Membership Officer: Henry Swierk, Mentoring:
of hard work by Chris Malikoff & Roger Powell.
Phil Kidd, Equipment: Greg Bradford as well as
We hope to see it up and running, soon. In the
Dave Manning.
meantime, you can access our current site and
the M.A.S. Facebook page, you can also find us
It's great to see Prime Focus in circulation,
on Twitter.
again! It's been 8 years since our last edition.
We are now back, bigger and better than before.
Due to the tyranny of distance (Canada) our
I would like to thank our member Chris
Patron Prof Bryan Gaensler has stepped down
Malikoff, for offering to set up and publish our
as our Patron. I would like to thank Bryan for all
monthly magazine. We have new contributing
the support he has given to the M.A.S. for over
editors, Noel Sharpe, Roger Powell, Tony Law,
ten years.
Dave Manning & Chris Malikoff. Between them,
they have many decades of astronomical and
Our new Patron is from The University of
space-related knowledge and experience.
Sydney. Astrophysicist, Prof Geraint Lewis.
Geraint has been a regular at the M.A.S. for over
They will bring you the latest stories, tips on
ten years, and we welcome him into the fold.
observing, imaging, places of astronomical

I would also like to thank our speakers for
2020, they have all accepted our invitation to
present their research to us all, online, via
ZOOM.
*** Ned Pastor ***
On a final but very sad note, I wish to notify
you on the passing of a great friend ,
astronomer and member of the M.A.S., Ned
Pastor. Ned joined M.A.S. in 2001, and quickly
settled into the monthly forums and,
particularly, the observing nights at Stargard &
The Forest. He gained the knowledge about the
night sky and the equipment needed for a
successful night, in no time at all.
In his later years he included observations of
The Sun! Ned was an all-round astronomer and,
good with a joke, shared his knowledge,
equipment and quite a few nips of port with
others! But most of all, he was a consummate
gentleman. We will miss you.
The beauty of astronomy is that you can
observe the universe from your backyard. You
have the Moon, and in the early hours of the
morning, you have all the major planets in the
sky. Whether you're observing naked eye,
through binoculars, or a telescope, get out there
- it's a beautiful universe.
Keep looking up, but keep your feet on the
ground!
Cheers, John.

the universe, and all that...

cosmic focus

The last edition Prime Focus appeared in 2012, and it’s just wonderful
to have it back again.

Western early evening sky before it disappears back
into the morning sky.

Headline events in astronomy since that time have included
astonishing images beamed back from the New Horizons flyby of Pluto
and Arrokoth (in the Kuiper Belt); the discovery of the elusive Higgs
Boson; the first ever image of a Black Hole; and the astonishing LIGO
achievement in detecting gravitational waves from merging black holes
and neutron stars.

Hunt down that comet. We may have lost the
much anticipated C/2019 Y4 (ATLAS) to a
fragmentation event before it got to our
Southern sky - but there’s another one right
behind: C/2020 F8 (SWAN) is already gracing our

It’s been quite a ride and we’ve had plenty of inspiration from our
exciting guest speakers too, especially the cosmologists, who have given us
inspiring talks about: The Universe for Beginners; The Local Universe, The
Light Of The Universe, The Expansion Of The Universe, The Acceleration
Of The Universe, The Future Of The Universe, A Fortunate Universe
and even the Heat Death Of The Universe!

early morning sky.
Most of all, lets hope we can figure out more ways for our members to
meet face to face online while the pandemic continues.

What next for our Universe I wonder?
They’ve all been heavenly times here at MAS
– until the last six months, when it all turned
into a living hell. Now, our members cannot
even meet each other face to face.

ROGER POWELL

We’ve had unprecedented bush-fires, air
pollution, floods and the evil coronavirus,
leading to social distancing, lock-downs,
observing site closures, forum cancellations and we
are now seemingly in the grip of a partial shut-down
of Australia and the entire world. Strange days indeed.
What will be the next crisis, I wonder?
We all need to be positive and day-dream of better times ahead.
Get outside and have a good look at the magnificent Venus in the

Venus setting in the early evening sky.
Image Credit: Roger Powell (Macarthur Astronomical Society)
Arrokoth
Image Credit: NASA New Horizons

From an article published in the NYT, by Dennis
Overbye, April 15th, 2020.
Scientists, on Wednesday, announced that they
were perhaps one step closer to understanding why
the universe contains something rather than nothing.
Part of the blame, or the glory, they say, may
belong to the flimsiest, quirkiest and most elusive
elements of nature: neutrinos. These ghostly
subatomic particles stream from the Big Bang, the sun,
exploding stars and other cosmic catastrophes,
flooding the universe and slipping through walls and
our bodies by the billions every second.

why the big bang
produced “something”
rather than “nothing”
(Precîs: Tony Law)
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Neutrinos are nature’s escape artists. Did they help
us slip out of the Big Bang? Perhaps.
Recent experiments in Japan at The SuperKamiokande Neutrino Observatory have discovered a
telltale anomaly in the behaviour of neutrinos, suggest
that, amid the throes of creation and annihilation in
the first moments of the universe, these particles could
have tipped the balance between matter and its eviltwin opposite, antimatter. As a result, a universe that
started out with a clean balance sheet — equal
amounts of matter and antimatter wound up with an
excess of matter: stars, black holes, oceans and... us.
An international team of 500 physicists from 12
countries, known as the T2K Collaboration and led by
Atsuko K. Ichikawa of Kyoto University, reported in
Nature that they had measured a slight but telling
difference between neutrinos and their opposites,
antineutrinos.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2177-0

May is an exciting month with a stunning Milky Way the whole night for
those in dark skies.

tony’s law

an interesting conjunction

For those of us in the suburbs, we
can still see the major constellations
and an interesting conjunction of the
Moon with Saturn, Jupiter and Pluto
below the Constellation of Sagittarius
(The Teapot).

TONY LAW

Image “A” shows the state of play at
11pm on May 12, looking just south
of East, very visible to the naked eye.
However if you have a pair of
binoculars you will be able to see
many details on the Moon, the rings
of Saturn and moons of Jupiter.
However at 11pm two of the most
visible Jovian Moons, Io and Europa are hidden, image “B”!
If you are prepared to keep watching you will be able to see them
emerging, Io closest to the planet then Europa, Callisto and Ganymede
-

image “C”.
Those with telescope and cameras may be able to get an interesting
time-lapse, but the brightness of the Moon will make this somewhat trying!
Turning our attention to The Teapot, you will see a line of Messier
objects (M numbers) above the lid, containing some of the most
photographed nebulae, just look at our Facebook pages over the coming
months
(Dave, Mark and others have already started)
M8 Lagoon, M20 Trifid, M16 Eagle and M17 Swan - image “D”.

Clear skies
Tony

the lazy astronomer
DAVE MANNING

Welcome to the first of what I hope will be numerous articles by “The
Lazy Astronomer”.
From the outset, I’d just like to point out that any of the tips, ideas,
work flows, etc. that I refer to in these articles are merely my own and
should not be interpreted as hard and fast rules.
It’s probably no surprise that I’ll be concentrating mainly on the
fascinating, yet highly addictive world of astrophotography and discussing
the varied issues and hurdles one might experience on their journey
through what can sometimes appear a daunting obstacle.
At times, I’ll also take a look at new and different techniques and
equipment I’ve tried in my quest for that perfect, sharp and detailed image.
Needless to say I won’t be shying away from showing you my many failures,
but I’ll at least discuss WHY the image didn’t work out and what was
required to improve future attempts.
So, let's get started shall we?
What do you need to be able to start imaging things like Deep Sky
Objects (DSOs) or the Moon.

4. Guide scope with guide camera. If you want to longer exposures of
your favourite celestial objects you’ll need to learn about and use autoguiding. All the required software is FREE.
5. For auto-guiding you’ll need a laptop computer, tablet, etc.
6. Dew heaters for both your main telescope and guide scope to help
prevent the formation of any dew over the lenses. Trust me, they are a
NECESSITY for the Macarthur area and our dark sky sites.
7. 12Volt power supply. This should be of ample Amp hour capacity to
allow you to power the mount, dew heaters, cameras and even the
laptop. Lead Acid or Lithium batteries are the ones to look for.
Later, I’ll show you how I use these things and the resulting images.

Clear skies
Dave Manning

N.B. Planetary Imaging will be covered in a separate article.
Here is a look at my current setup (it does change fairly often…) which
includes all of the necessary equipment as well as a couple of optional
devices to make the imaging sessions just that bit easier, hence “Lazy”
Astronomer.
Must-haves:
1. Equatorial mount. Once pointed at your object of choice, the mount
only needs to move in one direction to track it and the image in the
camera doesn’t rotate.
2. Main imaging telescope. This can be one of any number of different
types.
3. Imaging camera. This can be a DSLR, mirrorless, CCD, etc.

Eta Carinae - Image Credit: Dave Manning

Is the Moon A Planet Or A Star?

the universe, and all that...

cosmic focus

Defining The Solar System

ROGER POWELL

That question was posed in a video on our
MAS Facebook page recently by a pair of
nauseating astro-illiterates, “debating” on a
ladies fashion TV show, these two nonsensical
alternatives.

In 2006, the International Astronomical
Union (IAU) mandated three conditions for a
Solar System body to be classified as a planet.
Remember? The big loser was Pluto!

The status of the Moon should be
understood by all but I guess they would
probably roll their eyes over my lack of basic
ladies fashion knowledge. We should know
from our own outreach events that while some
people are clued up, many others in the
population don’t have any idea about
astronomy. It’s up to us to try and remedy that.

The IAU defined a planet as follows: A
"planet" is a celestial body that (a) is in orbit
around the Sun, (b) has sufficient mass for its
self-gravity to overcome rigid body forces so that
it assumes a hydrostatic equilibrium (nearly
round) shape, and (c) has cleared the
neighbourhood around its orbit.

Of course we all know that the Moon is a
natural satellite and is neither a star nor a
planet. But I want to look at this in a bit more
depth. So let’s rule out the star “theory” first.
Stars predominately consist of hydrogen
and other light elements. They emit vast
quantities of light and heat due to
thermonuclear fusion reactions in the core. The
Sun is a star. We feel its warmth but the Moon
only radiates weakly reflected sunlight.
Sometimes the Moon doesn’t shine at all. That
should have been a big clue to the lady who was
adamant that the Moon is a star.
It’s not too hard to establish that the Moon
is not a star but why isn’t it a planet like the guy
said? It’s smaller than Earth but it’s still pretty
big and it looks like a planet.

Pluto ticked two boxes but failed (c) because
it hasn’t cleared its orbit of debris.
The Moon cannot be defined as a planet,
because it failed to tick box (a) (because it orbits
a planet, not the Sun). It ticked box (b) and
arguably ticked box (c). The Moon did its share
of orbit clearing. Just look at the number of
lunar craters!
Size Doesn’t Matter
It’s the ‘definition’ which calls all the shots not size or appearance - and our fashion-loving
friend, who believes that the Moon is a planet,
would have been considered correct, had he
lived in earlier times, when for centuries the
geocentric model of the Solar System was both
mainstream science and dominant religious
dogma. This belief stated that the Sun and

planets all orbit the Earth. The Moon was
considered a planet.
Both Copernicus and the IAU changed the
definitions of bodies in the Solar System.
When the Copernican heliocentric Solar System
model was finally acknowledged, the Moon was
“demoted” to satellite status, a similar fate to
that which Pluto later suffered in 2006 when it
was “demoted” to dwarf planet status.
It’s interesting that Pluto is smaller than
seven natural satellites, including the Moon, so
the 2006 redefinition of the ex-planet was
probably justified. Two of those satellites,
Ganymede and Titan, have a diameter larger
than the planet Mercury.
Notwithstanding the IAU official definition,
which of course I totally accept, the Moon/Earth
System has the largest diameter ratio of satellite
to planet (0.27) of all, so in my mind the EarthMoon system could very easily be described as a
double planet system.
But that doesn’t make that fashion shop guy
right.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Planet#2006_IAU_definition_of_planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List_of_Solar_System_objects_by_size#List_of_objects
_by_mean_radius
“Sometimes the Moon doesn’t shine at all”
Image Credit: Roger Powell (Macarthur Astronomical Society)
Pluto
Image Credit: NASA New Horizons

back to basics
NOEL “richard
stargard’ SHARPE

Welcome to astronomy. It’s a great hobby, interest
or profession to have. Astronomy is a huge subject
as big as the universe itself, these series of articles
will draw on my personal experience which spans
nearly 25 years. Astronomy is a hobby of mine, and
I like to have fun with it - unlike golf where I can’t
hit the backside of a barn. Playing golf is not fun,
well for me anyway.
Your interest could stem from just being outside
looking up, or searching for satellites & shooting
stars. That’s as basic as you can get, and it’s easy to
do. You can even advance to using binoculars, or
trying to grab a view of our most famous
constellations, the “Southern Cross” and that ‘Great
Shopping Trolley’ or ‘Pot in the Sky’ we call Orion.
Just to let you know, constellations are a grouping
of stars that make a pattern in the sky. Shooting
stars are tiny bits of rock or dust that fall to earth
from space and burn up in our atmosphere, they
are not “shooting stars” at all, but meteorites. You
could even be one of our very experienced
observers or photographers, sometimes we have
dramas, like locked cars, flat batteries, exploding
batteries, hitting kangaroos etc.
What does happen a lot is we forget to pack
something when heading out to the field, normally
it’s something important so why don’t we make a
list of what to take?
Lets talk about sensible precautions. I’m amazed
that even during the warmest of summer days the
nights can get very cold, I’ve seen time and again
the dress code of choice will be shorts and thongs,

sleeveless tops, no jumpers and not a beanie in
sight. So, what starts as a fun night and a keen
interest to look through a telescope becomes a
problem as the cold creeps up, the dew makes your
feet wet, and the shivering sets in.
Even new MAS members, if not prepared, leave
early from the field as it becomes uncomfortable to
stay. So, I would prepare for it being always cold.
We set up scopes in open fields or on a hill,
normally at a higher elevation so it’s always cooler
than you think. Wear long pants and closed shoes preferably shoes that repel water. Pack a beanie and
heavy coat and leave them in the car. Also, have
some insect repellent as the mozzies are always on
the attack.
Bring some food and a thermos of hot coffee, tea
etc. Bring a chair as you can get very tired just
standing around for a few hours. We at MAS are
primarily amateur astronomers, although we have
some professionals in our ranks, so we have
learned the hard way about using telescopes - so
here’s a tip. If you buy a telescope and it’s your first
one, don’t believe what’s written on the box, - its
fake news! Even our most expensive telescopes are
severely lacking in clear instruction manuals.
It’s false advertising as the scope inside will not take
you on a journey through Saturn’s rings, or visit
magnificent comets at the push of a button. In fact,
using a telescope at the entry level stage can be a
big disappointment. I’d love to have a dollar for
every telescope that’s been consigned to a
cupboard, never to see the light of night again. A
shame as any telescope can be a great tool to

observe the night sky, you just have to know what
it’s capable of and how to use it. Unfortunately, as
mentioned, useful instructions are rarely included.
The internet has any number of useful references,
so you can Google, or use YouTube for nearly
anything you want to know. But if you’re keen to
use your scope to its best advantage you need
hands-on experience. So, one basic tip is using the
eyepiece with the highest number on it only. Do
not add anything extra and only use one eyepiece,
normally will have 25mm written on it. Oh, and
take the lens cap off. This happens to lots of us!
There are plenty of quirks when it comes to
telescopes. We sometimes refer to metric and
sometimes imperial. Like that eyepiece is a 25
millimetre, maybe being used in a 6 inch scope,
why do we call it a lens cap if have a mirrored
telescope called a “Newtonian”’ and it doesn’t have
a “lens” to cap. Refractors have lenses, very quirky.
My time is running out, so grab that scope, use a
25mm or larger eyepiece only, go outside removing
the lens cap, and locate the moon only. Trial and
error, but as the moon is big and bright you should
be able put it in the scopes sight line, turn the focus
knobs and see what happens. You never know,
your scope may spend less time in the cupboard.
Next time more tips for telescope users. We look at
the different types of scopes and using the finder
scope.
Happy Viewing
Richard Stargard

*** STOP PRESS ***
NASA announced Friday that SpaceX will launch astronauts
Doug Hurley and Bob Behnken on a mission to the
International Space Station
on Wednesday, May 27 at 4:32 p.m. ET. Liftoff will be
from Florida's Kennedy Space Center — marking the
first time a rocket will carry
astronauts into orbit from the United States since
NASA's Space Shuttle program retired in 2011.
It will also be the first crewed mission for
SpaceX since its founding 18 years ago.
Because of Covid-19, however, there
will be no crowds of spectators lining
the beaches and viewing sites along
Florida's Space Coast to
watch the craft hurtle toward the
ISS, as they have for the launch of
nearly every crewed US mission since
Alan Shepard became the first American to
reach space in 1961.
NASA has shut down many of its activities in response to
coronavirus, but it has maintained all ISS-related activity.
NASA astronauts Jessica Meir and Andrew Morgan returned from
their stay on the space station aboard a Russian spacecraft on
Friday.Since 2011, Russia has been the only country capable of transporting
astronauts to and from the ISS.
NASA has paid up to US$86 million per seat and about US$55.4 million on average to fly
US astronauts aboard Russia's Soyuz spacecraft, according to the space agency's inspector general.

Years ago, NASA asked the private sector to develop a new generation of crew-worthy
spacecraft. SpaceX was allotted US$2.6 billion and Boeing was awarded US$4.2 billion in
2014, and the space agency initially predicted their vehicles would be ready to fly
astronauts by 2017. But development of both spacecraft took years longer than
expected.
The companies were neck-in-neck, but SpaceX emerged as the clear
leader after completing a successful test of its Crew Dragon
spacecraft's emergency abort system in January. Less than a
month earlier, Boeing's Starliner spacecraft suffered major
setbacks during an un-crewed orbital flight test. The
company has since said it will repeat that test
mission next (US) autumn.
The Crew Dragon mission in May,
dubbed Demo-2, will be the final
test for Crew Dragon before NASA
transitions to operational crewed
flights to the space station using the
spacecraft.
Hurley and Behnken are both former
military test pilots and veteran astronauts
who previously flew on space shuttle
missions.
Video of internal view https://www.spacex.com/
dragon

“the dog star”

It was a public viewing night on a property
near the south western outskirts. A line-up of
eager observers thought it was amusing that the
resident cattle dog was busying himself by
sniffing all and sundry. After all, it was his
prized patch of ground being invaded by
hordes of strange bipedal beings. So, what does
a proud dog do to reclaim his territory? He
cocks his leg on my telescope tripod and lets it
rip - much to the amusement of his audience.

kangaroos, wombats and even a herd of cattle.
Of course, they are great company as well, so
these are “Dog Stars”.
Out the back of whoop whoop my friends
had a small farm - over 6,000 acres of dead-flat
paddocks and a horizon that stretched all the
way to the sky. The night sky was jet black and
the stars were blazing. Finding a good spot in
the middle of all this to set up my telescope
seemed like a good idea.
It was not a good idea, as this astronomer
was getting spooked being alone, so I relocated
to a fenced off paddock close to the house. It
was a large fenced area and home to two
working dogs, Beau and Blackie, who were a bit
miffed to say the least. After a tense standoff we
got it all sorted. Kelpies are amazing dogs, and
after patrolling the perimeter they would settle
near my feet allowing me to feel safe and
observe with a sense of protection. These are
“Dog Stars”.

RICHARD STARGARD

The smell of his defiance was soaked into
the wood of my tripod for weeks, I was not
amused so this dog is defiantly not a “Dog Star”.
Worthy contestants for this honour are
Angus the cattle dog, and a small pug who
punches above her weight called Jayne. These
dogs protect the brave astronomers who
venture down to the forest, warding off

In my fledging years as an
astrophotographer it was film that was the only
choice of capture, I had a freshly minted batch
of photos on the coffee table at home. We had
just bought home a new puppy, Barley was a
Bearded Collie with a very enquiring sense of
smell, and he chewed up my photos. Barley is
not a Dog Star.
For us keen astronomers the lead star in the
constellation Canis Major is a star called Sirius
and is the brightest star in the night sky, unless

your telescope is trained on the planet Venus
during a public night. Eager observers excitedly
exclaim to the people in the queue that they
were going to see the brightest star in the night
sky. I valiantly try to correct the
misconceptions, but the retorts are normally
swift. No, you’re wrong, Venus isn’t a planet it’s
a star, the brightest star, that’s why it called the
evening star! A fair call.
So is Sirius the Dog Star, well it is called the
Dog Star but for the sake of this story, it’s not
the real Dog Star.
You will have to wait for the next article
Regards
Richard Stargard

Rosette Nebula: Chris Malikoff
SkyWatcher Esprit 80 APO
Losmandy GM-8/Gemini-II
ZWO ASI533MC Pro single-shot colour.

Venus: Boris Muratovic
Venus - 19th April 2020 (1758hrs AST)
This evening's image of Venus.
Start(UT)=075845.190
Mid(UT)=080045.191
End(UT)=080245.192
Equipment- Celestron 8SE, ZWO ASI120MC-S, 2x Barlow, IR Filter.
Focal Length=1800mm
Camera details::
Filter=L
Profile=Venus
Diameter=32.50"
Magnitude=-4.50
FocalLength=1800mm
Resolution=0.43"
Frames captured=20277
FPS (avg.)=84

M83: Matt Watson
SkyWatcher Esprit 100 APO and modified Canon 600D.
This is around three hours of exposure, comprising
70 second lights at ISO 800.
Captured using APT, PHD2, CGX-L, DSS and PSCS6.
20 darks and 50 bias frames.

M16: Mark Sellars
Celestron 9.25" EdgeHD/Hyperstar @f/2.3
ZWO ASIair Pro
ZWO ASI294MC
Optolong L-enhance filter.
Processed with Deep Sky Stacker, Photoshop

